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We know your space challenges are unique, so are your needs for furniture. That’s why we work with you to create a 

FULLY-CUSTOMIZED, FUNCTIONAL and FLEXIBLE ENVIRONMENT that REFLECTS YOUR CULTURE, INCREASES 

EFFICIENCY, CULTIVATES CREATIVITY and sparks INNOVATION so you do your best every day.

From providing DESIGN SOLUTIONS, to PROJECT MANAGEMENT and INSTALLATION, we serve as your one point of 

contact to ensure a seamless process. Let us OPTIMIZE YOUR SPACE so you can MAXIMIZE YOUR IMPACT.

INNOVATIVE DESIGNS FOR YOUR UNIQUE ENVIRONMENT
We have experience in providing innovative furniture solutions for clients of different sizes and types in a diverse set 
of industries.
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Once we’ve hit the mark with precision and accuracy, all 
you need to do is sign your approval, then sit back and 
watch your space transform from unworkable  
to unbelievable.


APPROVE


VISUALIZE

We will provide you with a toolkit equipped with 
floorplans, photographs and more that will allow you 
to visualize your space, better communicate with your 
organization and gain consensus to move forward in 
confidence. 5


DISCUSS

Once we’ve agreed we’re the perfect fit, we’ll lay out our 
project and all of its components—from space planning 
and reconfiguring furniture to selecting architectural 
interiors and installation—and discuss any changes  
or challenges.


DIAGNOSE

We will deliver our plan of action and determine 
whether we’re the best fit for your project. We 
recognize that finding the best option requires great 
resources and knowledge. We’ll utilize our trusted 
partners who can provide specialty products to connect 
you with others who can deliver exactly what you need.
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COE + YOUR DESIGN SOLUTION:
We’ve created a distinctive and intuitive process that allows us to understand you. Without 
exploring your concerns, your ideas and the things that are most important to your business, you’ll 
never be satisfied with your new space. That’s why first, we listen.


DEFINE

Our experienced team of place consultants and
designers will further discuss your project and draw on
our experience and expertise to create a customized
plan that meets your needs. 2 
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DISCOVER

We will listen as you dive into your visions, define your 
challenges, and discuss specifics including your budget 
and timeline. We will work through key issues, including 
technology integration, ergonomics and how private or 
collaborative you want your space to be.1
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